
GASPI-SHAN	Benchmarks	–	CFD-Proxy	
The CFD Proxy benchmark is a proto-app for a multigrid CFD solver and has been 
developed within the scope of the EXA2CT (EU FP7) project. The proxy serves as a 
means to replicate the current programming model of TAU and to also implement, 
test and evaluate a large variety of hybrid programming models. The programming 
models will be generally applicable to most CFD applications, which make use of 
unstructured meshes. We here use a flat MPI implementation of this proxy 
application as our reference benchmark. 

The CFD proxy uses meshes of actual (publicly available) airplane configurations. 
We here are only in interested in a strong scaling setup. Performance critical 
communication in these codes is essentially next-neighbor communication. The 
respective applications hence typically scale linearly with increasing mesh sizes.   

We have used a 2 million points F6 configuration, see Figure 1. We remark that 
mesh sizes used in industry today are typically of order 50 million points and are 
expected to grow by another factor of ten. We hence expect a corresponding 500 
million points mesh configuration to scale of order 250 times as high as the results 
we here present. 

 
Figure 1: DLR F6 mesh. 

Ghost-cell	exchange		
We here consider a single  - but very prominent - kernel: the ghost-cell exchange. 
Ghost-cell exchanges arise whenever some form of domain decomposition is used in 
combination with short-range interaction. Prominent examples are stencil codes for 
structured or unstructured meshes, particle-in-cell methods and many others. We 
believe that many of our findings will be readily applicable to these other domains. 



 
Figure 2: 2-level decomposition (a vertex corresponds to a cell, an edge to a face). 

In Figure 2, each vertex corresponds to a cell in the mesh so that each edge 
corresponds to a face between two cells. A vertex adjacent to three other vertexes 
corresponds to a tetrahedron, for instance. A mesh may be decomposed into two 
domains by a partition of the set of cells (i.e. vertexes in the corresponding graph) as 
indicated by the red dotted line. As (in this example) the stencil involves only direct 
neighbors, values at the red vertexes are needed by the respective other domain. 
So, each red vertex corresponds to a donor cell for which a copy exists as a so-
called ghost cell in the respective other domain. As the number of cores grows, not 
only the communication overhead (due to shrinking domain sizes and a 
correspondingly increased communication vs. computation ratio) must be taken into 
account, but also the overhead due to ghost-cell access and computation. Some of 
the communication time can be hidden by overlapping communication with 
computation. 

CFD	Proxy	
The CFD proxy application performs the computation of the flow field's gradients via 
the Green-Gauss theorem along with a subsequent flux calculation. While this is only 
a small subset of the functionality of a large-scale CFD application, in terms of 
scalability of the underlying threading model and the efficiency of the implemented 
communication pattern, this CFD proxy is an excellent representation. Ghost-cell 
exchanges are the only performance-critical communication pattern for this type of 
CFD solver and weak scalability, hence, is close to linear. 

Implementation	
The GASPI SHAN implementation for the CFD Proxy Benchmark follows the general 
guidelines from the INTERTWinE Deliverable D3.3. 

Evaluation	
We tested the heat benchmark on 4 different Intel Platforms: Intel Knights Landing 
and Intel Haswell (both as a single node); Intel Ivy Bridge at Archer; Intel Sandy 
Bridge. 

Intel	Knights	Landing,	1x64	cores	
The CFD Proxy benchmark results for the Intel Knights Landing show that the SHAN 
interface is able to achieve a speedup of around 10-20%, depending on the level of 
the multigrid and correspondingly the relative communication overhead. Figure 3 
gives an overview for the single node performance on KNL.  The ‘comm_free’ label 
here refers to the raw computational effort required by the proxy application.  It is 
hence a theoretical optimum, assuming a complete overlap of communication and 



computation with a network adapter, which is able to perform the pack/ unpack 
operation; pack/ unpack overhead is not included in ‘comm_free’. 

 
Figure 3: CFD Proxy, Speedup on Intel Knights Landing 16-256 ranks, 3V multigrid. 

In order to give more details on the relative communication effort for the 3 multigrid 
levels in the 3V multigrid, Figure 4 shows the ratio between addpoints (outer ghost 
cell points) and ownpoints (inner points, including inner ghost cell points). We note 
that for the 2nd and 3rd multigrid level we reach parity between inner points and outer 
ghost cell points for around 250 and 80 ranks, respectively. At this point we have 
absolute inner point numbers of around 120-140 mesh points per domain.  

 
Figure 4: Communication Ratio, Addpoints vs Ownpoints, 3V MG, Lvl 1-3. 

The comparison in Figure 5 again shows the relative speedup vs ‘comm_free’. We 
observe that even though the ratio of addpoints to ownpoints for the 2nd level 



multigrid already reaches parity for 256 threads, the SHAN interface merely shows 5 
percent overhead relative to ‘comm_free’. 

 
Figure 5: Speedup on Intel Knights Landing 64 and 256 ranks, 3V, Lvl 1-3 multigrid. 

Intel	Haswell,	2x18	cores	
The benchmark results for the Intel Haswell node with 2x18 cores shows similar 
results as the KNL architecture. For this architecture with strong single core 
performance, the SHAN library almost reaches the ‘comm_free’ performance. While 
the absolute performance gain vs the MPI implementation remains at 15%, the 
relative performance gain (considering just the communication) is considerably 
higher. 

 
Figure 6: Speedup on Intel Haswell 2x36 ranks (Hyperthreading), 3V MG, Lvl 1-3 

Intel	Ivy	Bridge,	2x12	cores	
Figure 7 shows the single node performance on the Archer system (Intel Ivy Bridge 
2x12 cores). Both for MPI and GASPI-SHAN hyperthreads here yield a performance 
gain of close to 10 percent. The absolute performance gain of GASPI-SHAN vs MPI 
however is smaller and of order 5-8 percent.   



 
Figure 7: Speedup on Intel Ivy Bridge 2x12, 2x24 ranks (Hyperthreading), 3V, Lvl 1-3. 

For the Archer system at EPCC we also performed larger scaling runs, from 1-16 
nodes, with a maximum of 768 hyperthreads. We observe a strongly superlinear 
scaling for the comm_free version. The mesh point numbers per domain for 768 
threads are 2600/350/130 for the three levels of the multigrid. The number of mesh 
points on the 3rd level here is enforced by algorithmic constraints (and would be 
smaller otherwise). Despite the small mesh point numbers per domain we achieve 
near linear scaling with the GASPI-SHAN implementation. The absolute performance 
gain vs MPI here is around 25% (total application).  

 
Figure 8: CFD Proxy, Speedup on Intel Ivy Bridge 16x48 ranks (ST/HT), 3V 

Intel	Sandy	Bridge,	2x8	cores	
Last not least we have measured the performance of the CFD Proxy on on Intel 
Sandy Bridge System with Infiniband QDR interconnect. Figure 9 shows the 
corresponding single node performance. We note that the relative performance gain 
of around 2-3 percent (GASPI-SHAN vs MPI) here is even smaller than on the Intel 
Ivy Bridge architecture.  



 
Figure 9: CFD Proxy, Speedup on Intel Sandy Bridge 2x8 ranks, 3V MG, Lvl 1-3. 

Figure 10 shows a strong scaling run on Infiniband QDR. For 32 nodes we can again 
see superlinear scaling for ‘comm_free’ and linear scaling for the GASPI-SHAN 
implementation, which at 512 cores outperforms the MPI version by around 25%.  

   

 
Figure 10: CFD Proxy, Speedup on Intel Sandy Bridge 32x2x8 ranks, 3V MG.  


